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A department within Student Futures

Welcome from the Volunteering
Team at the University of Chester!
We take pride in sourcing volunteering opportunities for students in local
charities and voluntary organisations to help them to develop valuable life
skills whilst providing an important and worthwhile service to you, your
organisation and your service users.
We have four staff at our Chester office and as required, we visit our other
satellite sites (Warrington, Riverside, Kingsway, Thornton, and Shrewsbury).
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Email: volunteering@chester.ac.uk
Phone: 01244 511550

Jo Morison
Project Officer
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Abbie Johns
Volunteer Administrator

Shaunagh Smith
Volunteer Coordinator
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How to advertise a
volunteer opportunity?
University of Chester has its own website which students are able to use to
apply for volunteer opportunities. They can also use this system to record their
volunteering hours and apply for awards.
It is really important that you have registered your opportunity to this website as
well as adding role(s) (or activities as they are known on the site) as this is how our
students will find out about your organisation and your volunteer opportunities.
When a student signs up to the site they will be asked for their areas of interest
and if your organisation matches with their area of interest they will be emailed
about you.
To do this please visit www.volunteering.chester.ac.uk and select the “For
Providers” tab and then see our How To Guide.
If you have any issues doing this please email or phone us.
PLEASE NOTE PROFIT MAKING ORGANISATIONS, ORGANISATIONS
OUTSIDE THE UK AND INTERNSHIPS DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR
WILL NOT BE ADVERTISED.

Why do students volunteer?
Students volunteer for numerous reasons, however a big motivation will be to
make a difference to a community or organisation, as well as to develop vital
skills and improve their employability.
It important when writing an activity listing on our website that you reflect on
the skills a student can develop by volunteering for your opportunity.
(For further hints and tips when advertising on the website please read
the document on the “For Providers” tab).
When we ask students to record their hours on the website, they are also given
space to reflect on the skills they have developed through their volunteering.
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We also offer a range of awards to students who have registered as a volunteer
to www.volunteering.chester.ac.uk. These are called our UCV Awards and
are awarded to students at different stages of their volunteering.
• Once a student logs 10 hours they will automatically be registered as a
Bronze volunteer.
• The next award is the UCV Silver. To get this…
• Volunteers must have recorded over 50 hours of volunteering.
• They will be asked to reflect on skills gained as well as how they can
build on their skills through their volunteering.
• Then we have the UCV Gold. To get this…
• Volunteers must have achieved the UCV Silver.
• Volunteers must have recorded 150 hours of volunteering.
• They will also complete an online workshop and take part in some
additional activities on campus.
• The next award is the UCV Platinum. To get this…
• Volunteers must have achieved the UCV Gold.
• Volunteers must have recorded over 300 hours of volunteering.
• They will then write a short piece reflecting on their volunteering and
present on this to a panel of University staff.
• The next award is the UCV Platinum+. This is awarded to people who have
achieved the Platinum award and have recorded over 500 volunteer hours!
• Finally, students who complete all of the above awards, will be awarded
our Excellence Award, which will details the total hours they have
achieved during their time at the University of Chester.
These Awards will also go on to their Higher Education Achievement Report
(HEAR). The HEAR is designed to encourage a more sophisticated approach
to recording student achievement, which acknowledges fully the range of
opportunities that higher education institutions in the UK offer to their students.
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Chester volunteers?
University of Chester students have so much to offer the local community.
They have lots of skills to offer and they have a real passion for volunteering.
As well as looking at the skills they can build up when volunteering University
of Chester volunteers want to help out in the local community while they are
here, they can bring huge benefits to your projects. Often they are looking to
volunteer in a field they want to eventually have a career in, although this is not
always the case. Students are often very passionate about their volunteering
which is a great resource for you to utilise. You would also be helping the
students by giving them the opportunity to develop and learn outside of the
lecture hall on campus, further enhancing their student experience.
Students often have skills in areas you can utilise, they can often bring new
ideas whilst providing enthusiasm and drive.
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Frequently Asked Questions
When are students able to volunteer?
Students will usually only be available to volunteer from October to early June
as they tend to go home for the summer vacation. We also find that after the
Easter break, things tend to slow down due to examinations for our 1st and 3rd
year students and work placements for our 2nd year students. Please do bear this
in mind when recruiting students as volunteers; flexibility is appreciated and if
there is a more rigid time commitment, please be clear about this from the start.
Is there a ‘best time’ to recruit new student volunteers?
Our Autumn term (October to December) can be a very good time to recruit
student volunteers as this is when many students will be finding things to do
in Chester and ways to spend their time. If your organisation runs a specific
recruitment drive with deadlines to apply it would be a good idea to consider
this timeframe in order to make the most of this busy period.
During October we organise an annual volunteer fair in our largest hall on
campus which usually receives 300-400 attendees. Opportunities registered on
our website will receive an invitation to attend this event but as we are limited
by space to around 30 organisations we cannot guarantee everyone a space.
Please look out for your emails during August for an invitation to attend.
Our organisation is not based in Cheshire/Warrington or Shropshire.
Can we still register?
Many of our students take advantage of opportunities which are in close proximity
to where they live as they are not encouraged to bring cars with them to University,
we therefore welcome opportunities which are close to our campuses.
Outside of these areas opportunities with good public transport links are usually
more popular and attractive to our volunteers so when advertising your vacancy, if
you are able to make us aware of any local bus/rail services, times and timetables we
can then give this information to students to encourage them to volunteer with you.
If your volunteering opportunity is not within close proximity of Chester and you are
able to help towards transport costs for volunteers, this will provide further incentive
to students to volunteer with your organisation, as many of them do not have their
own transport available.
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Who pays for DBS and travel expenses?
Disclosure and Barring Service checks

If your opportunity requires a DBS check then we would expect the
organisation to complete the DBS check for the student. We encourage
organisations to consider whether a DBS is completely necessary for the role
to be undertaken in line with the guidelines on regulated activity provided by
the Department of Health and Department of Education (please contact us
for more information).
If it is not possible for your organisation to supply the DBS check, please
contact us.
Expenses

If you are able to contribute towards any expenses a volunteer may incur
through volunteering with you e.g. travel expenses, please indicate this when
adding activities on www.volunteering.chester.ac.uk.
We are a profit making organisation, can we still recruit volunteers?
No, we only advertise opportunities for community, charitable and notfor profit organisations, Charitable Incorporated Organisations (CIOs) and
community interest companies (CICs).
Can we advertise an internship?
Yes, but we will need to determine whether the role is indeed a voluntary
internship or unpaid work experience. We ask that you again consider the
availability of our students and the time available to them (we encourage our
students to undertake no more than 6-10 hours of volunteering per week).
For this reason, internships during the academic year will not be advertised.
Our organisation has more than one volunteering opportunity…
If you wish to advertise more than one role make sure you add these as
multiple activities on the website.
We sometimes have ‘one off’ opportunities, can you advertise these?
Yes! Please put these as an activity on the website as this will then ensure it is
emailed to volunteers. If you also email us details of the date, time, location
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and roles of your event then we can advertise them on our Social Media
Accounts and on our newsletter. We also compile specific emails at Christmas
and Summer to advertise one off opportunities, so keep an eye on your inbox
for emails reagarding this.
Do you advertise volunteer opportunities abroad?
Unfortunately we cannot advertise any opportunity which takes place
outside Britain.
How will our volunteering opportunities be promoted?
It is really important that you register as a provider and then add specific
activities to www.volunteering.chester.ac.uk as this is how our volunteers
will search and apply to volunteer with you. Additionally, we offer a weekly
drop in service and one to one appointments with students, where members
of the team will meet with students and provide extra details about
opportunities and offer advice about which activities might be of interest to
them. We also advertise events and one off opportunities on social media.
We have promotional materials and further information about our
opportunities, can we send you copies?
Unfortunately we don’t have a specific space for leaflets and posters. When we
hold events such as our Volunteer Fair, we can display leaflets for those who
cannot attend. However, you can also email us electronic copies of posters and
we will make sure these will be uploaded to our social media pages.
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We need particular skills from our volunteers, how can we make sure we
recruit students who have those particular skills?
When you add an activity to the website there is the option to tick areas
in which your volunteering falls or the specific skills you require. On the
University of Chester website you will find a course list which may also give
you an idea of the skills students have.
However, the final decision regarding the suitability of volunteers rests with
you, as the placement organisation.
What should we do if there is a problem with a volunteer, or we find that
they are not suitable at application stage?
We can’t always control which student volunteers apply to volunteering
opportunities. Very rarely, problems can and do occur. We recommend you
have some kind of recruitment process in place (even if this is very informal). If
after following your usual procedure for dealing with volunteer issues, you are
still experiencing problems, please contact us.
We have received an email that a student is interested in an activity we
have advertised
The procedure is highlighted in the How To Guide but if you have any
questions please contact us.
Make sure you contact the student within 10 working days to ensure they feel
engaged in the process. Regular communication is key.
If you have contacted a student and then not heard from them again you can
let us know and we will try to chase them up.
What do we do if we have had very little uptake in our activities?
It is really important to remember that being on the website does not
guarantee student volunteers of student volunteers. Not all opportunities will
appeal to students. It is also important to be aware of the time of year that
you place your advert may effect this.
If you are struggling to recruit student volunteers please let us know and we
will look at promoting your opportunity further.
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Contact us
If you have any further questions please feel free to contact us by email
volunteering@chester.ac.uk or by phoning 01244 511550
If you would like further advice or discuss your opportunity further please
email us and we can arrange a meeting with a member of the team.
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